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Abstract
As conversational agents become integral
parts of many aspects of our lives, current approaches are reaching bottlenecks
of performance that require increasing
amounts of data or increasingly powerful
models. It is also becoming clear that
such agents are here to stay and accompany us for long periods of time. If we
are, therefore, to design agents that can
deeply understand our world and evolve
with it, we need to take a step back and
revisit the trade-offs we have made in the
current state of the art models. This paper argues that a) we need to shift from
slot filling into a more realistic conversation paradigm; and b) that, to realize that
paradigm, we need models that are able
to handle concrete and abstract entities as
well as evolving relations between them.
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Introduction

Intelligent Conversational Agents (CA) have been
around for several decades, primarily to provide
information access or fulfil transactional needs.
With the current unprecedented attention from the
research community, applications such as robotic
companions, personal assistants, customer support agents, or smart device agents are becoming
more and more capable. Abstracting away from
domain details, however, most of these agents
are internally modelled by one of two broad approaches: transactional, where the interaction
revolves around achieving a task and dialogue
structures such as dialogue states, actions, API
calls, etc. are clearly defined and the conversation
is grounded; and non-transactional, where such
structures are typically implicitly learned, with the
goal of having a more casual conversation.
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Even though there have been many contributions to the state-of-the-art, the complexity of possible dialogue structures has remained rather limited. Instead, recent work proposed new algorithms (Su et al., 2017; Casanueva et al., 2017),
new state models (Schulz et al., 2017; Lee and
Stent, 2016), or new system models (Wen et al.,
2017b,a; Serban et al., 2016; Liu and Lane, 2017,
among others).
The goal of this paper is to argue that the complexity of dialogue structures is an important and
relevant dimension of research. To address this,
we propose a dialogue model that caters a high
complexity while being suitable for all types of
systems that operate with a symbolic state representation. We need to pursue research on the complexity of dialogue structures if we are to build
real world CAs that combine the benefits of current works on transactional and non-transactional
applications.
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Overview over Relevant Work

To realise appropriate behaviour of a CA, machine
learning algorithms have been used, especially
reinforcement learning (RL) and deep learning
(DL). Transformer-based approaches (Vaswani
et al., 2017) have recently dominated the literature as they are powerful models able to capture
relations between words in multiple levels, especially when pre-trained on very large corpora. In
this section, we do not discuss works that only focus on parts of the dialogue pipeline, as depending
on the downstream model and task they generally
fall within the two broad approaches. Due to space
constraints we discuss some representative works.
Transactional agents that build on machine
learning have historically relied on RL to learn behaviours in a way that optimises a given objective which is specific to human-machine interac-
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Figure 1: Overview of the proposed model: the CEDM-4-IN is at the centre of the system allowing input
processing and response generation to be realised by any kind of model that operates with a symbolic
state representation.
tion rather than imitating human-human behaviour
(Young et al., 2013; Lemon and Pietquin, 2012;
Gašić and Young, 2014; Ultes et al., 2017; Väth
and Vu, 2019, among others). Due to various challenges, however, RL-based CAs are driven by dialogue models that limit the complexity of dialogue
structures that can be processed by the agent. To
remedy this, DL is being increasingly used for
transactional and non-transactional agents alike,
by having the CA learn to mimic human-human
behaviour (Serban et al., 2016; Li et al., 2016,
e.g.). One way to combine DL with RL is to use
DL as an approximator in an RL schema (Deep
RL), for example (Wen et al., 2017b; Zhao and Eskenazi, 2016; Liu and Lane, 2017; Papangelis and
Stylianou, 2017; Su et al., 2017).
Recent work on transational CAs includes
Budzianowski and Vulić (2019), who use a pretrained GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019), fine-tuned
to a slot-filling task. They perform belief state
tracking with the belief state being input to the
network; however, no entity or relation tracking is
performed. DialoGPT (Zhang et al., 2019) is similar to GPT-2, but is trained on data closer to conversations (Reddit). It maximizes mutual information during training using a backwards model to
predict the source sentence given the target sentence. These and some other modifications result
in more “conversational” generated text. CAs such
as the ones described above can work fairly well
for restricted transactional applications, but often
fail to provide substantive responses grounded to
context, domain and world knowledge, or prior interactions with a particular user. To address these

limitations, researchers have been attempting to
incorporate domain or common sense knowledge.
These approaches make the knowledge retrieval
problem more explicit and force the model to learn
not only how to respond but also how to retrieve
relevant information.
Eric and Manning (2017) propose key-value retrieval networks, where an LSTM encoder learns
to attend to the knowledge base (KB) and use that
to condition the decoder. He et al. (2017) propose
a model where each node in the KG is represented
by an embedding. New nodes can be added and
there is an attention mechanism to generate output. Zhu et al. (2017) propose GenDS, a system
that can search for relevant entities and incorporate them in the output text, even if the entity is
unseen during training. Moon et al. (2019) learn
to traverse a KG by performing 1 or 2 hops starting from the current entity in order to inject interesting and relevant content. However, it is unclear what happens if the user mentions an entity
further than 2 hops. Fan et al. (2020) propose a
KNN-based information fetching module that can
combine multiple sources of information, such as
similar dialogue contexts or general world knowledge. Xu et al. (2020a) use meta-learning to initialize the model’s parameters, treat the graph as a
whole, and use the entire conversation history as
input. It is unclear, therefore, how this model can
handle longer conversations or multiple conversations with the same user. Xu et al. (2020b) combine a dynamic knowledge graph and meta learning with adversarial samples (dynamic changes in
the KG) for dialogue generation.

Multi-modal CAs such as Robot CAs generally fall under the transactional category even if
the task is not transactional as the added modalities and increased complexity (physical presence,
gestures, etc.) require a more structured approach
(Stiefelhagen et al., 2007; Lucignano et al., 2013;
Marge et al., 2019, e.g.).
Non-transactional CAs usually follow a modelfree approach (Serban et al., 2016; Li et al.,
2016, e.g.). Adiwardana et al. (2020) use an
evolved transformer and performs better than
other approaches (including DialoGPT). Roller
et al. (2020) recently proposed a transformerbased non-transactional CA trained using various
techniques (recipes) that result in natural-looking
dialogues. Such models may perform well on a
single turn or even a single dialogue. However,
they would need large amounts of data originating from users who have multiple interactions with
the agent over a long period of time to learn more
complex behaviours, and even then they would
probably learn the most frequent behaviours.

over long periods. In current approaches, there is
no notion of continuity or deeper understanding. It
is up to the network to learn where to attend, how
to retrieve and update its knowledge for every possible situation. What is more, none of the current
works focuses on handling soft constraints and
while a few can handle dynamic graphs (changes
resulting from known relations) and unseen entities (usually unseen slot names or values), no work
focuses on unseen relations. We summarise the
main limitations of current works below:
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Simple and repetitive language. CAs show a
tendency to stick to simpler language; and a
tendency to repeat often-used phrases (Roller
et al., 2020).

Limitations of Current Works

The works mentioned in the previous section
have some shortcomings when it comes to modelling complex interactions, for example interactions with a CA that helps the user create art, analyse business data, or with an embodied CA that
needs to have an understanding of its immediate
surroundings and a deeper knowledge of the world
as humans perceive it (dynamic objects, attributes,
relations). In this paper, we advocate for a new
conversational model combining two approaches
(Ultes et al., 2018; Papangelis et al., 2018) that
is powerful enough to handle conversations that
are transactional, open, or that involve embodied
agents in the physical world. Before presenting
our approach, we discuss some of the main limitations of current state of the art CAs.
Approaches to transactional agents typically
aim to tackle conversational coherence but not
continuity, i.e., while they are successful in retrieving relevant knowledge for a single turn or
even a single dialogue, it is hard to imagine how
they can scale through time and handle multiple
conversations with one user, remembering or forgetting information as needed. The bottleneck
of current approaches (particularly end-to-end) is
lack of longitudinal conversational data, where
users interact with the same agent multiple times

Dialogue structure complexity. Current CAs are
limited in terms of dialogue structure complexity, in cases where content from a structured source needs to be incorporated.
Entity modelling. Entities and relations may be
physical, conceptual, unseen, and dynamic.
Lack of in-depth knowledge. Lack of in-depth
knowledge becomes obvious when the CA is
sufficiently interrogated (Roller et al., 2020).

Dialogue continuity. Current end-to-end trained
CAs usually need to re-do a lot of work at
each time step (e.g., process input and history
to resolve references, corrections, changes of
user’s mind).
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Conversational Entities for
Information Navigation

As discussed in the previous sections, there is
a trend towards shifting the interaction paradigm
from information retrieval (including question answering) to interactions involving large KGs that
contain domain or world / common sense knowledge. However, current approaches still largely
rely on big models such as transformers to capture
patterns and nuances and learn when to do which
API call or follow which KG path, in order to retrieve relevant knowledge. While this approach
seems to work in some cases, it is hard to envision how it can scale with behaviour guarantees
and interpretability (the ability to look at a user’s
logs and identify errors in the learnt behaviour, the
API calls, or bugs in the KB, for example).

Information Navigation (IN) is a different
paradigm of interaction that extends beyond information retrieval, question answering, or fetching
a reasonable next utterance. IN focuses on having a conversation around several items or entities,
comparing them, referring to their attributes, expressing hard and soft constraints over them, etc.
This allows us to model applications from simple
retrieval, information exploration (where the user
has an idea of what they want and engage with the
system to better understand their own needs) (Papangelis et al., 2017, 2018), to open-ended discussions about concepts, to agents with physical presence that need to interact with and ground information on the physical world. An example implementation of IN is the Linked-Data SDS (Papangelis et al., 2017, 2018), which is able to handle
multiple operators between object attribute values (<, ≤, >, ≥, =, 6=, around, between, prefer as
well as combinations of these through logical operators and, or, not), multiple kinds of attributes
(ordinal, nominal, hierarchical, set-valued, intervals) and soft and hard constraints.
However, such CAs are still based on the flat
domain-centred state which is not intuitive to
model complex dialogue structures that link attributes of different objects (e.g. ‘I am looking for
a hotel and a restaurant in the same area’, ‘I need a
taxi to the station in time to catch the train’, ‘Bring
the blue cup left of the vase.’), that represent multiple objects (e.g., two restaurants) or that connect to
a set of objects (e.g., adding several participants to
a calendar entry). The recently proposed Conversational Entity Dialogue Model (CEDM) (Ultes
et al., 2018) aims at resolving these issues by moving away from the traditional domain-centred view
towards an entity-centred approach. Each entity
represents an object (of a certain type) or a relation between objects and allocates its own part of
the dialogue state. This allows the dialogue system to easily maintain relations between objects,
to process relations uttered by the user, and to address these relations in a system response.
A combination of these approaches will result
in a dialogue model with all the properties necessary to process complex dialogue structures and
to realize natural interaction: modelling of different operators between attributes and attribute
values, modelling of relations between objects,
introducing hard and soft constraints and being
able to talk about each of these aspects. Fur-

ther flexibility may be added by dynamically creating object type descriptions extracted from the
KB thus relieving the system from the need for
pre-defined object types. We therefore propose to
combine CEDM and IN (CEDM-4-IN) in a more
concentrated effort to shift the paradigm from information retrieval to information navigation. A
paradigm where user and agent can have a conversation about entities that appear in the physical or
conceptual world, understand their attributes and
evolving relationships over longer periods of time.
Figure 1 shows the proposed model, where the input processing and response generation parts may
be any kind of models, from pipelines to deep neural networks.
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Addressing the limitations with
CEDM-4-IN

As discussed in the previous section, CEDM-4IN is designed to model complex dialogue structures and therefore support complex information
needs. CEDM also guarantees that the CA can
have a deep understanding of the world and of the
user’s utterances, allowing it to make connections
and inferences, provide interesting pieces of information, etc. Moreover, as our approach has a
notion of state, it can more easily avoid repetitive
language. Given a strong language generator, parts
of the dialogue state can be used to condition it on
the relevant history.
Perhaps the most interesting characteristic of
CEDM-4-IN, however, is its ability to model objects and their relations (the dialogue state can be
modelled as a KG) which can be permanent or
transitory, physical or conceptual as shown in Table 1. This can open up a wide range of possibilities, given appropriately trained input processing and response generation models, allowing the
CA to model long-term relationships (therefore dialogue continuity) by learning which kinds of entities or relations are permanent and which are transitory. This will enable CEDM-4-IN to better handle referring expressions, whether they concern
events that happened in the past (e.g. ‘get the one
from last time’) or object characteristics (e.g. ‘the
one with the red dots’).
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Discussion

So far we have shown how CEDM-4-IN can overcome some of the bottlenecks of current conversational models and push intelligent agents to a

Object
Relation

Permanent
watch
my pet

Transitory
meeting
my cup

Table 1: Examples of objects and relations: both
can be permanent (‘watch’, ‘my’ pet) or transitory
(‘meeting’, ‘my’ cup).
deeper understanding of the world. However, this
expressive power does not come for free. Our
approach requires dialogue state annotations that
also cover entities and relations. It should be
noted that this is the only kind of annotation that
our model would need. Given such annotations,
CEDM-4-IN will be able to generalise to unseen
domains, as shown in (Papangelis et al., 2018).
In contrast, end-to-end models would require very
large amounts of data consisting of multiple interactions for each user and will be tasked to learn
many skills from scratch: conversation, information retrieval, knowledge update, etc. Such models
usually have little guarantees and no interpretability. We argue, therefore, that CEDM-4-IN stands
in a middle ground between traditional pipeline
systems and end-to-end trainable approaches and
is a more effective way to build next generation
conversational agents.
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Conclusion and Outlook

As conversational agents are becoming an integral
part of our everyday lives, it is becoming increasingly evident that as a research field, we still have
a long way to go. Aiming to shift the paradigm
towards more realistic interactions with CAs over
longer periods of time, we propose to combine
two proven models, Information Navigation (Papangelis et al., 2018) and Conversational Entity
Dialogue Model (Ultes et al., 2018) into CEDM-4IN. Our model can benefit from the interpretability and stronger behaviour guarantees that annotated data provide and also from the variability
and generalizability that deep learning models offer. As future work we are planning to more concretely prove our approach on a benchmark conversational application.
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